Happy B-Day to Tony Marcella by Louise Sundararajan by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Today is Tony's birthday--the man who has been the inspiration for the IP Task Force since day
one!
Many happy returns Tony!
Louise
Comment by Michael Harris Bond by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Tony, my main man of passionate intensity about things human that really matter! More
birthdays, please, and let’s find a way to put your passionate intensity into a wider
professional domain – how about a Ted talk, for example? Our tottering world awaits,
Your fan in Hong Kong
Michael Bond
Michael Harris Bond (彭邁克), Ph. D.
Visiting Chair Professor of Psychology
Room M902
Li Ka Shing Tower
Department of Management and Marketing
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Hung Hom, Kowloon
Hong Kong S.A.R.
China
telephone: [852] 2766-7342
fax: [852] 2765-0611
"And take upon's the mystery of things,
as if we were God's spies."
Shakespeare, King Lear
Link to Department website: http://www.polyu.edu.hk/mm/bond
my latest book: "Understanding social psychology across cultures"
(2013): http://www.sagepub.in/books/Book240293
Latest book on social
axioms: http://www.amazon.com/Psychological-Aspects-Social-Axioms-Understanding/dp/038
7098097
the latest addition to the "Forbidden City" of Chinese

psychology: http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Psychology/Clinical/?view=usa&
ci=9780199541850
Recent book on Chinese organizational behaviour, edited with my M&M colleague, Xu
Huang: http://www.eelgar.co.uk/bookentry_main.lasso?id=14417&breadcrumlink=&breadcru
m=&sub_values=&site_Bus_Man=&site_dev=&site_eco=&site_env_eco=&site_inn_tech=&site
_int_pol=&site_law=&site_pub_soc=
Comment by Marc Pilisuk by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Louise Sundararajan wrote: "Today is Tony's birthday--the man who has been the inspiration
for the IP Task Force since day one!"
Thank you for the reminder. Tony Marsella is a model for those who would combine wisdom
and passion to the cause of social justice.Happy Birthday Tony,
Peace,
Marc
Marc Pilisuk, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, The University of California
Faculty, Saybrook University
494 Cragmont Ave
Berkeley, CA 94706
Ph 510-526-1788
Fax 510-526-0876
http://marcpilisuk.com/bio.html
The Hidden Structure of Violence: Who Benefits From Global Violence and War by Marc Pilisuk
and Jennifer Achord Rountree. New York, NY: New York Monthly Review, 2015. Released July
2015. Order the book here.
Peace Movements Worldwide (3 Volumes) by Marc Pilisuk and Michael Nagler (Eds). Santa
Barbara, CA: Praeger/ABC-Clio, 2011.
comment by Emmy van Deurzen by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Didn't know Tony was the main inspiration.
Thanks to Tony in that case, for a timely and important adventure.
And many happy returns.

best
emmy
Comment by Kwang-kuo Hwang by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Dear Tony：
I always remember your class on culture and psychopathology in UH
which gave me an enlightment to issues about culture in those days
when psychology had been dominated by Behaviourism.
I found that I spent all my career life to deal with those issues in
this last year before my retirement.
Thank you very much for giving me courage to fight for overcoming those challenges！
Happy Birthday！
Best Regards，
Kwang-kuo Hwang
A student from Taiwan
Department of Psychology
National Taiwan University
Comment by Waseem (and Sameena) by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Professor Emeritus Tony Marsella!
It has been a great privilege and honour to have had your inspiration and support from the
time you kindly joined by International Editorial Board of my journal, the meetings we have
had at APA, PsyR, your scholarly contributions, your humanity, the beautiful slogans in your
email and for being a model to emulate and your courageous stand....... I salute you for the
beautiful soul you are and may we be blessed with many more birthdays from you and more
inspiration from your pen. Thanks for everything Tony!
Very best wishes to you and all the family.
Waseem (and Sameena)
Dr Waseem Alladin
Founding Editor in Chief, Counselling Psychology Quarterly: An International Journal of Theory
Research and Practice.
Comment by Paul TP Wong by Louise S. [2015, Sep 22]
Hi Tony:

Happy birthday to you, a very special person in my professional life. It is because of your
confidence and encouragement that I was able to publish my first edited book on
Cross-cultural Perspective in Stress Coping, which is still selling after so many years.
Paul
www.drpaulwong.com

